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Since the twenty-first century, with the strengthening of the trend of economic 
globalization, the growing social and economic activities across the country, the air 
transport industry in the global economic development and cultural communication are 
becoming increasingly important. The air transport industry is a typical cyclical industry. 
The industry level is mainly impacted by macro-economic cycle. Historically, during the 
boom period, the airline industry generally achieves rapid growth. While,, the industry 
will suffer a loss in the economic crisis period. Since the global emerging markets in 
recent years have rapid economic development, the growth rate of airlines in their markets 
is relatively fast. In particular China and India two Asian countries show a very good 
economic viability. At present, the Asia-Pacific air transport market has become the most 
important driving force for the global aviation industry. The future will be the rapid 
expansion of low cost carriers, to seize more market share on a global scale. 
The global airline business model is divided into two categories, low cost airlines and 
hub network airlines. For these two types of airlines there is a big difference in terms of 
fleet selection, class settings, aircraft utilization, sales model, route planning, and these 
differences will be different degrees of impact its financial results. This paper selects two 
very well-known domestic air transport companies - Spring Airlines and China Southern 
Airlines as the research object. As China Southern Airlines is a typical representative of 
hub airline, Spring Airlines is the best domestic low-cost airline. This paper will compare 
the starting business model, and compare on the basis of three-dimensional analysis of the 
financial statements and financial performance indicators. Finally, we draw the key 
elements of the successful low-cost airlines. 
Contents of this paper contain six chapters: the first chapter is the introduction, 
research background, brief description of the topics of research content and research 
framework. The second chapter is to describe the development of the global and domestic 















air transport industry. And China Southern Airlines and Spring Airlines introduced briefly. 
The third chapter is the starting point of this study, we will compare the differences 
between Southern Airlines Spring Airlines operating mode. Chapter IV inherited the last 
chapter of the analysis, further comparative analysis of these two companies operating 
model financial statements to the financial statements Structure Spring Airlines and China 
Southern Airlines three-dimensional analysis. The fifth chapter is a key core of this paper, 
by comparing the financial performance indicators detailed and in-depth comparative 
analysis, comparing the advantages and disadvantages of the two companies' financial 
performance at further resolution. The sixth chapter is the conclusion of this paper, mainly 
for this study were summarized, noting that the deficiencies of this article. 
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如图 2-1 和图 2-2 所示，国内旅客运输量的增速基本与 GDP 的增速、人均 GDP
的增速保持一致，航空运输业景气程度与宏观经济发展密切相关。2003 年由于非典
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